
Abstract  
Platelet-reinforced composites with nacre-like microstructure (horizontally aligned platelets) are known 
to enhance properties in composites. In this talk, I will present composites with more complex 
microstructures and explain how the microstructural designs can be appropriately leveraged to 
enhance the performance of materials and devices. First, I will show PDMS-alumina composites and 
how multilayer platelet arrangements are useful to combine strength, stiffness and toughness when 
tested under compression. Second, I will show BN composites and how the microstructure can create 
thermal interface materials with high thermal conductivity. Examples showing how the microstructure 
control can also direct the heat transfer will also be given. Finally, I will present a drop-on-demand 3D 
printing strategy that can create multimaterial microstructured materials and show how this method 
can make functional devices with augmented performance, such as capacitors and pressure sensors. 
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